Battery SOC is acted as an essential parameter for EV and HEV, its 
Introduction of Principal Component Analysis and Kernel Principal Component Analysis Principle

Principle of Principal Component Analysis
We assume that there are p random variables in the problem to be solved, we put them separately expressed as: 1 2 , , ..., p X X X , the main idea of principal component analysis is to transform the original variables linearly, to obtain the linear combination on these variables finally, 12 , , ..., ( )
as a new variable after the transformation, they are independent of each other, and to retain the most useful information in the original variables, and to exclude some redundancy and interference between each variable. So, the main purpose of PCA is to try to find a group to represent a linear combination of the original variables 
Kernel Principal Component Analysis Principle
We take 12 , , ...,
M x x
x as the required training sample set, the input space is expressed as {} i x , take {} i x of their own dimension from space map to a high dimensional space (in feature space), then the correlation operation methods of principal component analysis in high dimensional space is the kernel principal component analysis method. Assuming the corresponding mapping is  , its definition as follows:
In the formula,
x are in, it is often called the input space, Hilbert space F is the space after the original data mapping to, it is called feature space.
After the kernel function transform, taking initial data point x mapping to F on map  , after the transformation of data can meet the requirements of centralized in the feature space.
In the feature space, the covariance matrix is:
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Among it,  is the characteristic value of C ,  is the corresponding feature vector, then we could get:
We could prove that
can be linearly expressed all eigenvectors.
Defining matrix K as follows:
(11) Calculating the characteristic values and characteristic vectors, the projection of the test sample in the feature vector space
Inner product will be replaced with the kernel function:
Kernel matrix can be modified as.
Battery SOC Estimation Model using Kernel Principal Component Analysis
Step 1, taking the data that to be analyzed (including n variables, each variable has m samples) as a ( mn  ) dimensional data matrix form. Step 2, calculating kernel matrix K. Specific approach is to first select the Gauss radial kernel function, obtaining kernel matrix according to formula
Step 3, through revising kernel matrix using formula (14) to obtain KL.
Step 4, calculating characteristic value 1 Calculating the various principal component contribution rate and cumulative contribution rate using step 6, characteristic values and contribution rate values are shown in Table 2 . From Table 2 , the first two standard samples of principal component contribution rate has reached 98.18%, the cumulative contribution rate of the first two principal components meet the requirements according to the calculation of the principal components, so it only needs to take the first two principal components.
We could obtain the final desired data according to step 7, taking the least squares regression modeling using these data according to step 8, we could obtain SOC estimation model as follows when 
Model Simulation and Experimental Validation
Battery operating temperature in normal temperature condition, in order to estimate the performance of the battery model SOC principal component analysis algorithm and kernel principal component analysis algorithm verification under ambient conditions, using a thermostat to control the experimental temperature, all temperatures are controlled deviation ± 2 ℃. Designing the pulse discharge experiments, there are 7800 points to be sampled, sampling time and sampling interval and application of ampere hour measurement is 1s, the total amount of data are 7800. Current sampling, sampling voltage and sampling temperature change curves are shown from Figure 1 to Figure 3 . Figure 4 is about contrast analysis diagram of battery SOC estimation. Table 3 is about PCA estimation results error comparison under normal temperature. From the above analysis, principal component analysis of the battery SOC estimation model is superior to the Ann measurement in a certain extent, but the advantages are very small, for the estimation of SOC battery, the influence of the parameters of the battery SOC data analysis in consideration of the linear relationship are more, and without considering the nonlinear relationship between variables, the expected effect is not ideal. So we use the kernel principal component analysis algorithm to establish the estimate model, figure 5 is the battery SOC estimation curves through kernel principal component analysis method under the room temperature. Table 4 is about PCA and KPCA estimation error comparison results under room temperature. 
Conclusion
This article from the multi variable forecasting battery SOC perspective, analyzing the state parameters that reflect lithium-ion power battery SOC, based on principal component analysis and its improved algorithm to complete the battery SOC estimation model, the model on the basis of reflecting power battery real-time characteristics, it can accurately estimate the battery SOC, it could provide a certain theoretical and technical support for the actual production. We obtain the following conclusions:
1. Establishing the battery SOC estimation model through the principal component analysis algorithm combined with the least square regression method, experimental verification of the model has strong practicality, the estimation accuracy is 2.29%, and it is superior to estimation model for ampere hour measurement.
2. In view of the fact that the PCA algorithm cannot extract nonlinear factor in the parameters, we put forward to build battery SOC estimation model using kernel principal component analysis algorithm, experimental validation of the predictive accuracy of the model is 1.46%, the estimation accuracy is higher than PCA estimation model, it can give reference and guidance for the actual battery SOC prediction.
